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GOV MIKE PENCE
Endorsed Illegal Alien for POTUS

July 15, 2016 – Statement of EDWARD C NOONAN, 2016 Presidential Candidate:

You’ve got to be kidding! Donald Trump is eyeing Gov Mike Pence for VP?!

Gov Mike Pence said of the illegal alien Ted Cruz in May 2016 when he endorsed Canadian Cruz for POTUS:

"My vote goes to Ted Cruz because he is a principled conservative who will work to protect our constitutional liberties, bring back better-paying jobs, and serve all Americans with the character and judgment needed to revive our national strength."

What kind of an idiot would say a "non-Natural Born" Citizen (which Canada Cruz is) could possibly “protect our Constitutional liberties”? Either Mr. Pence has no understanding of the Constitution, or else Pence does not know that a natural born citizen cannot be born in a foreign country, or cannot be born of alien parents! Trump once questioned Cruz’s eligibility for POTUS… now Trump is going to bed with Pence?
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